Data Sheet

Qlik® Accelerate
Pre-built applications designed by experts
You’ve taken the first step to empower your organization to see the whole story that lives
within your data. But how will you optimize your journey and accelerate your success with
Qlik? What is the best way for you to quickly get into your data and get the insights you
need, without having to build new applications from scratch?
Qlik Accelerate is a Qlik Consulting service that delivers pre-built applications designed and built by
industry experts for real-life business scenarios. Once your data is loaded, the application can be ready
to use and scaled to your business.

Accelerate time to value
Qlik pre-built analytics accelerate custom application development:
your business gains valuable insights in less time.

Deliver analytics faster

“Through Qlik Accelerate, we were
able to be up and running much
faster with an application that is
robust and meets our exact needs.”
Peter J. Harteveld, Senior Vice
President of Worldwide Sales and
Business Development, Compuware

We help you visualize your customized application fast so you spend your time
gaining business insights instead of developing applications.

• Pre-built applications created by industry experts based on engagements across the globe
• Ready to accept data loaded from any of your internal and external data sources
• Can be further customized by our consultants based on your unique business needs
Deploy better applications
Based on real-life business workflows and a comprehensive set of KPIs, we ensure
you get the best from your Qlik deployment.

• Applications designed to get the kinds of answers you need to improve you business operations—
rather than addressing theoretical questions that are less direct

• Created using best practices KPIs from industry experts working with Qlik
• Customizable leveraging Qlik’s deep expertise so you get the most out of QlikView and Qlik
Sense

Achieve greater ROI
Get to value faster, while you minimize development and implementation costs and
increase user adoption.

• Qlik Accelerators used to generate full-featured applications ready to help you rapidly get answers
that will have the most impact on improving your business

• Burden of pre-development, delivery and implementation is borne by Qlik, minimizing your time
and cost

• Built on a robust data discovery platform that can easily adapt to multiple and changing data
sources, without the need for ad-hoc, manually intensive processes

• Adoption accelerated when users don’t have to wait weeks to meet their needs—and can scale as
soon as data is loaded

Qlik Accelerate Portfolio
Qlik Accelerators available today include:

Sales Performance

Travel & Expense

Supply Chain

Healthcare

Workforce

Monitor sales
performance and
react to changes
while deals are still
in the pipeline.
Adjust more nimbly
to shifting
organizational and
competitive
conditions.

Gain end-to-end
visibility into where
travel and expense
dollars are spent
and more easily
identify savings.
Align T&E with
today’s business
realities. Better
predict future
patterns.

Ensure the right
inventory, at the
right place and time
for your customers.
Maintain optimal
inventory levels at a
sustainable cost.
Improve planning for
change.

Improve
reimbursement rates
and net margin
through better
health outcomes by
monitoring clinical
performance and
operational
productivity,

Provide a
competitive
advantage for your
organization by
enabling HR with
business insights to
anticipate and take
action to workforce
disruptions before
they happen

The design of Qlik Accelerators is modular and can be configured to your specific business needs to be
added at your own pace. This can increase cross-analytical capabilities and expand insight into a wider
range of operations.
For more information on how Qlik Consulting can partner with your organization to help you maximize
the value from your Qlik solutions, please visit qlik.com/consulting or contact us at
ConsultingSolutions@qlik.com.
©2017 QlikTech International AB. All rights reserved. Qlik®, Qlik Sense®, QlikView®, QlikTech®, Qlik® Cloud, Qlik® DataMarket, Qlik® Analytics Platform and the Qlik logos are trademarks
of QlikTech International AB which have been registered in multiple countries. Other marks and logos mentioned herein are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners.
Use of any and all of the foregoing is subject to the written approval of Qlik.

Data Sheet

Qlik® Accelerate
Sales Performance
You’ve taken the first step to empower your organization to see the whole story that
lives within your data. But how will you optimize your journey and accelerate your
success with Qlik? What is the best way for you to quickly get into your sales
operations and field performance data and get the insights you need, without having to
build new applications from scratch?
Qlik Accelerate is a Qlik Consulting service that delivers pre-built applications designed and built by
industry experts for real-life business scenarios. Once your data is loaded, the application can be ready to
use and scaled to your business. With our Sales Performance Accelerators, you will be able to
continuously improve sales performance and enable consistent sales processes globally across your
organization.

Accelerate improvements in sales performance
Qlik Sales Performance Accelerators are designed to help you accelerate time to value, enabling you to
monitor sales performance and react to changes while deals are still in the pipeline. Working within a real
world sales framework, you’ll be better able to adjust to shifting organizational, market and competitive
conditions, as well as differing sales processes across territories.

How do we do it?
Our Sales Performance Accelerators is a set of applications prebuilt by a team of experts based on best practices with other
customers and an industry-proven data model.
Sales Performance Accelerators feature three modules: Sales
Analytics, Forecast and Pipeline Management (available today)
and an Account Planning module (available on demand).
Applications are delivered with defined KPI’s and analytics, ready
to accept your data from whatever ERP or CRM-based solution
you are running.
The Qlik Consulting team can further customize these
applications, based on your own unique business needs and
requirements.

“Through Qlik Accelerate, we were
able to be up and running much faster
with an application that is robust and
meets our exact needs. The Qlik
Accelerator suite for Sales
Performance has provided us with the
foundation to unlock the full potential
of Qlik in immediately finding insights
within our accounts and opportunities
that previously would take multiple
hours to find. This has allowed us to
manage our business in a much more
proactive, focused manner.”
Peter J. Harteveld, Senior Vice
President of Worldwide Sales and
Business Development, Compuware

Expand insight into sales operations at your own pace
The analytics applications in the Sales Performance Accelerators are built on a robust data discovery
platform that can easily adapt to multiple and changing data sources, without the need for ad-hoc,
manually intensive processes. They are built on a common set of standard dimensions (pre-built
hierarchy tables); examples include business unit, segment, geography, product, sales organization and
customer that provides a strong foundation for future customizations.
Each application, configured to your specific business needs, can be added at your own pace to increase
cross-analytical capabilities and expand insight into a wider range of sales operations.

Sales Analytics

Forecast & Pipeline Management

Account Planning*

Includes analytical insights and
visual analytics through all
dimensions for sales, margin,
customer count, and transaction
detail. Complete sales analysis,
ready to use out-of-the-box.

Workflow-based application goes
beyond traditional reporting and
analytics. Helps maintain a healthy
pipeline and forecast more
accurately. Provides management
visibility to monitor and coach team.

Utilizes additional data sources for
customer activity. Provides
additional insights for account
management and ensures sales
team members are focusing on the
right opportunities.

Revenue analysis Margin analysis
Customer analysis Transaction
analysis

Quota attainment • Forecast planning •
Funnel management • Win/loss analysis
• Clean and healthy data

Account analysis • Activity analysis •
Competitor analysis
*Available on demand

Standard Dimensions

Dashboard with drilldown analysis
capabilities provides deep insights into
sales performance, pipeline management,
sales personnel and customer accounts.

For more information on how Qlik Consulting can partner with your organization to help you maximize
the value of your Qlik solutions, please visit qlik.com/consulting or contact us at
ConsultingSolutions@qlik.com.
Note: Qlik Consulting Services are necessary and required to deploy, customize, and extract, transform & load data.
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Data Sheet

Qlik® Accelerate
Travel & Expense
You’ve taken the first step to empower your organization to see the whole story that lives
within your data. But how will you optimize your journey and accelerate your success
with Qlik? What is the best way for you to quickly get into your travel expense data and
get the insights you need, without having to build new applications from scratch?
Qlik Accelerate is a Qlik Consulting service that delivers pre-built applications designed and built by
industry experts for real-life business scenarios. Once your data is loaded, the application can be ready to
use and scaled to your business. With our Travel & Expense Accelerators, you will be able to quickly
gain end-to-end visibility into where travel and expense dollars are spent and more easily identify savings.

Get to better T&E management faster
Qlik Travel & Expense Accelerators are designed to help you accelerate time to value, enabling you to
align travel and expense policies with the realities of today’s business. You’ll be able to identify
opportunities to enforce better expense behaviors, negotiate deeper discounts with preferred vendors and
to forecast projected cost savings accurately.

How do we do it?
Our Travel & Expense Accelerators have been pre-built by a team
of experts, and is based on best practices with other customers and
industry-proven data models.

Benefits

The Travel & Expense Accelerators features two applications:
Travel Insights and Expense Management.

Deliver analytics faster:
no need to spend time reinventing the wheel – you
benefit from fast
customization

Applications are delivered ready to accept your data - whether it’s
data from your internal operations, or from external agency booking
and expense solutions, such as Concur® and Amex®.

Deploy better applications:
based on real-life business
workflows and created using
best practice industry KPIs

The Qlik Consuting team can further customize the application,
based on your own unique business needs and requirements.

Achieve greater ROI:
reduce development and
implementation costs and
realize increased user
adoption

Answer T&E’s most challenging questions
The analytics applications in the Travel & Expense Accelerators are built on a robust data discovery
platform that can easily adapt to multiple and changing data sources, without the need for ad-hoc,
manually intensive processes. They are built on a common set of standard dimensions (pre-built
hierarchy tables); examples include mode of travel, travel vendor, department and traveler, that provides
a strong foundation for future customizations.
Each application, configured to your specific business needs, can be added at your own pace to increase
cross-analytical capabilities and expand insight into a wider range of T&E activities.

Travel

Expense

Gain end-to-end visibility into where travel
dollars are spent so you can easily identify
savings opportunities today—and better
predict future patterns

Identify opportunities to refine and
enforce expense policies and negotiate
deeper discounts with preferred vendors
based on the realities of today’s business
travel

Lost savings analysis • Average and top spend
analysis • Preferred vendor usage analysis •
Online / offline analysis

Expense category analysis • Expense reports
analysis • Compliance management •
Billable/non-billable analysis

Standard Dimensions

Dashboard displays
intuitive data
visualizations that
immediately zero in on
any outliers and
undiscovered patterns

For more information on how Qlik Consulting can partner with your organization to help you maximize
the value from your Qlik solutions, please visit qlik.com/consulting or contact us at
ConsultingSolutions@qlik.com.
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Data Sheet

Qlik® Accelerate
Supply Chain
You’ve taken the first step to empower your organization to see the whole story that
lives within your data. But how will you optimize your journey and accelerate your
success with Qlik? What is the best way for you to quickly get into your inventory
management data and get the insights you need, without having to build new
applications from scratch?
Qlik Accelerate is a Qlik Consulting service that delivers pre-built applications designed and built by
industry experts for real-life business scenarios. Once your data is loaded, the application can be ready to
use and scaled to your business. With our Supply Chain Accelerators, you will be able to quickly get the
insights you need in less time – and ensure the right inventory, at the right place, and at the right time for
your customers.

Optimized Inventory Management
Qlik Supply Chain Accelerators are designed to help you accelerate time to value, by leveraging a robust
set of Inventory Management Analytics so you can quickly gain extensive insight into your supply chain
data.

How do we do it?
Our Supply Chain Accelerators have been pre-built by a team of
experts, and is based on best practices with numerous other
customers and industry-proven data models.

Benefits
Deliver analytics faster:
no need to spend time reinventing the wheel – you
benefit from fast customization

The applications are delivered ready to accept your data whether from a single system or multiple disparate systems
enriched with other data sources including spreadsheets – into a
single view of your inventory across your entire enterprise.

Deploy better applications:
based on real-life business
workflows and created using
best practice industry KPIs

You can use the applications as is, no matter your organization,
industry or company size. Alternatively, we can further customize
it, based on your own unique business needs and requirements.

Achieve greater ROI:
reduce development and
implementation costs and
realize increase user adoption

Expand insight into inventory metrics at your own pace
The analytics applications in the Supply Chain Accelerators are built on a robust data discovery platform
that can easily adapt to multiple and changing data sources, without the need for ad-hoc, manually
intensive processes. They are built on a common set of standard dimensions (pre-built hierarchy
tables); examples include vendor, product, planner and location, that provides a strong foundation for
future customizations.
Each application, configured to your specific business needs, can be added at your own pace to increase
cross-analytical capabilities and expand insight into a wider range of inventory metrics.

Inventory Analytics

Procurement Analytics*

Identify opportunities to optimize your
inventory and reduce costs through
analysis of your current and historical
turns, COGS and stock positions

Gain insight into your procurement
performance by analyzing pricing, terms,
lead times, delivery quality and returns
across your entire supply chain

Turns and COGS analysis • Historical inventory
trends • Reorders, on hold and cycle count
analytics

Spend and contract analytics • Delivery,
quality and returns • Terms, lead times, and
pricing trending
*Available on demand

Standard Dimensions

Dashboard with view of
your entire enterprise’s
current inventory
performance including
turns and inventory value
by location, product and
vendor

For more information on how Qlik Consulting can partner with your organization to help you maximize
the value from your Qlik solutions, please visit qlik.com/consulting or contact us at
ConsultingSolutions@qlik.com.
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Data Sheet

Qlik® Accelerate
Healthcare
You’ve taken the first step to empower your organization to see the whole story that
lives within your data. But how will you optimize your journey and accelerate your
success with Qlik? What is the best way for you to quickly get into your data and get the
insights you need, without having to build new applications from scratch?
Qlik Accelerate is a Qlik Consulting service that delivers pre-built applications designed and built by
industry experts for real-life business scenarios. Once your data is loaded, the application can be ready
to use and scaled to your business. With our Healthcare Accelerators, you will be able to realize value
through insights that generate efficiencies from workforce and materials resources, improve
reimbursement rates through better health outcomes, and increase net margin by identifying unaccounted
revenue.

Accelerate improvements in health outcomes
Qlik Healthcare Accelerators are designed to help you accelerate time to value by enabling near real-time
analytics of your operational, clinical and financial performance, so you can quickly react and make
changes to improve health outcomes and net margin.

How do we do it?
Our Healthcare Accelerators have been pre-built by a team of
experts, and is based on best practices with other customers and
industry-proven data models.
The applications are delivered with defined KPI’s and analytics,
ready to accept your data from whatever EMR system you are
running.
You can use the applications as is, or the Qlik Consulting Services
team can further customize it, based on your own unique needs
and requirements.

Benefits
Deliver analytics faster:
no need to spend time reinventing the wheel – you benefit
from fast customization
Deploy better applications:
based on real-life business
workflows and created using
best practice industry KPIs
Achieve greater ROI:
reduce development and
implementation costs and realize
increase user adoption

Expand insight into your operations at your own pace
The analytics applications in Healthcare Accelerators are built on a robust data discovery platform that
can easily adapt to multiple and changing data sources, without the need for ad-hoc, manually intensive
processes. They are built on a common set of dimensions (pre-built hierarchy tables); examples include
location, department, specialty, and physician that provides a strong foundation for future customizations.
Each application, configured to your specific business needs, can be added at your own pace to increase
cross-analytical capabilities and expand insight into a wider range of sales operations.

Operational

Clinical

Financial

Generate efficiencies from
workforce and materials
resources

Improve reimbursement rates
through better health outcomes

Increase net margin by
identifying unaccounted revenue

Labor Productivity • Encounters •
Inventory & Purchasing •
EMR Access Compliance *

ED Length of Stay • Readmissions •
Diabetes* • Population Health * •
Surgical Performance * • Clinical
Variation * • Patient Risk Assessment *

Revenue Cycle Management * •
Referrals * • Charitable Foundation *

*Planned Future Accelerators

Standard Dimensions

Readmissions
Dashboard view
provides
immediate insights
of readmission
rates by Hospital
and Cause

For more information on how Qlik Consulting can partner with your organization to help you maximize
the value from your Qlik solutions, please visit qlik.com/consulting or contact Michael Van Fossen at
michael.vanfossen@qlik.com.
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Data Sheet

Qlik® Accelerate
Workforce Analytics
You’ve taken the first step to empower your organization to see the whole story
that lives within your data. But how will you optimize your journey and accelerate
your success with Qlik? What is the best way for you to stay on top of your
workforce health and drive strategic talent alignment, without having to build new
applications from scratch?
Qlik Accelerate is a Qlik Consulting service that delivers pre-built applications designed and built by
industry experts, and pre-tested so that once your data is loaded, the application can be ready to use and
scaled to your business. With our Workforce Analytics Accelerators, you will be able to anticipate and
take action to workforce disruptions before they happen across your organization.

Accelerate human capital management decision making
Qlik Workforce Analytics Accelerators are designed to help you accelerate decision making with regards
to your most precious asset, human capital. Being able to anticipate potential issues with compensation
or attrition are critical in driving retention of your highest performing workforce. Leveraging the power of
the Qlik platform, you will be able to see cause and effect relationships quickly and easily that will help
you take the necessary action, when necessary.

How do we do it?
Our Workforce Analytics Accelerators are a set of applications prebuilt by a team of experts based on best practices with other
customers and an industry-proven data model. We feature three
applications: Executive Overview, Compensation Analytics, and
Attrition Analytics. Additional applications will be added in the future
or on demand.
Applications are delivered with defined KPI’s and analytics, all pretested and ready to accept your data from whatever ERP or HRbased solution you are running.
The Qlik Consulting team can further customize these applications,
based on your own unique business needs and requirements.

Benefits
•

Deliver analytics faster:
no need to spend time reinventing the wheel – you
benefit from fast customization

•

Deploy better applications:
based on real-life business
workflows and created using
best practice industry KPIs

•

Achieve greater ROI:
reduce development and
implementation costs and
realize increased user
adoption

Answer your most challenging questions about your workforce
The analytics applications in the Workforce Analytics Accelerators are built on a robust data discovery
platform that can easily adapt to multiple and changing data sources, without the need for ad-hoc,
manually intensive processes. They are built on a common set of standard dimensions (pre-built
hierarchy tables); examples include geography, organization, age, ethnicity, and gender, that provides a
strong foundation for future customizations.
Each application, configured to your specific business needs, can be added at your own pace to increase
cross-analytical capabilities and expand insight into a wider range of workforce metrics.

Executive Overview

Compensation Analytics

Attrition Analytics

Complete high level picture of
the state of your workforce

Ensure compensation is fair and
equitable across your
organization

Analyze when and where you
may be losing your best and
brightest

Organizational Overview • Demographic
Analytics • Diversity Analysis • Employee
Development • Performance

Salary Demographic Analysis •
Headcount by Salary • Raise Analytics •
Compensation Breakdown• Benefits

Termination and Exits • Attrition by
Demographic • Salary and Raise
Implications • Job Satisfaction

Standard Dimensions

Dashboard with drilldown analysis
capabilities provides deep insights
into compensation, attrition, and
diversity.

For more information on how Qlik Consulting can partner with your organization to help you maximize
the value of your Qlik solutions, please visit our website or contact us at ConsultingSolutions@qlik.com.
Note: Qlik Consulting Services are necessary and required to deploy, customize, and extract, transform & load data.
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